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Summary:
This intervention aims to empower the farmers and their organisations to have control of their agricultural data in
order to get their own organic certification. The certification will improve their negotiating power on the national
and international markets and enable them to get a better price for their produce.
The intervention will explore how smart phones and internet technology can be used to collect and share relevant
data between actors.
Oyam and Kwania Districts are already leading producers of organic soybean in Uganda. Much of this soybean is
exported to overseas markets. It is normally the international companies and middlemen who reap the benefits
leaving farmers in most cases with nothing. They promise farmers high prices but when the crops are harvested
they dump the prices leaving the farmers in a role as price takers. In conclusion the intervention aims to link the
farmers to national and international markets by getting them an organic certification.
The project is innovative because it relies on mobile data collection for collecting data to serve as basis for Organic
Certification to be undertaken by the accredited certification agency Control Union. The data (including digital
maps of the farmers’ fields) is shared relying on an Internet Cloud Server, GIS Cloud.

The case for
digital
agricultural
development

• We strongly believe in a Digital Evidence Based and Data
Driven Approach to Agricultural Development, as a way
to DEVELOP, TEST and SCALE agricultural innovations in
collaboration with smallholder farmers, while building
their technical skills and strengthening their
organizations and linking them to local and global
markets for certified agricultural produce.
• Our project idea was developed through numerous
WhatsApp lunch-meetings and correspondances; Bob
Marley was in Denmark in April 2019 for signing MOU
(GHNU-DUFA-ADDA) and we had meetings with CISU and
a potential buyer of certified organic soybeans… +
Inspirational session with Organic Denmark chairwoman,
ADDA Chairman and ressource persons etc.
• On the ground in Uganda we tested digital smartphone
App: Initial pilot of 5 fields that we successfully expanded
to 50 feilds… At almost no cost. High level of motivation
and energy on side of GHNU.

Application
of standard
off-the-shelf
digital
solutions:

• Online mapping solution: We have already
successfully adapted and applied a standard off-theshelf online digital data collection and mapping
software, GisCloud, as basis for an organic
certification excercise covering 300 smallholder
farmers.
• Online two-way-SMS-solution: We are about to test
an interactive platform for sending 2-way SMS
messages to all 300 farmers. Enabling us to:
(i) keep them directly updated on project
developments (getting the story straight) by
sending hyper links to our project homepage
(both in local language and English)
(ii) conduct real time interactive SMS surveys fx
getting real time info on harvested volumes
available in particular collection points for
market linkage
(iii) conduct real time evaluations to get their
views on project implementation and
challenges.

• Digitalization will be the next salvation for
Africa! Report Film about report

• Digitalization is already transforming Africa:

Digitalization
– Our
motivation

(a) M-pesa mobile payments

(b) Increasing mobile phone penetration
(Uganda 49%; Tanzania 82%)
(c) Urban and rural populations of Africa are on
social media
(d) WhatsApp has been a game changer for
how we as Danish NGO’s interact with project
partners in Africa and beyond…

Digitalisation in Africa – An opportunity for
small NGOs to empower smallholder
farmers and their organizations
• The ”Digitalization in Africa report” projects that in the near
future smallholder farmers accross Africa will use their
smartphones to sell their crops on internet platforms run by
multinational companies!
• Is there a role for small NGOs to guide this digital
transformation?
• Definitely Yes! – We believe that there is a role and that
smallholder farmers and their organisations have to Own
Their Data* and Drive this. Support is needed. For example
they have to have their Own their Certifications to benefit
from organic premium prices. If the companies own them
they will be expoited (This is the rule today).
• The long term objective is that the farmers will be organized
as a cooperative, that can formally own the organic
certificate. The coop wil have processing and storage
facilities. As a legal entity the cooperative will be able to
borrow money from the banks under special conditions.
*Read more about Data Sovereignity at www.godan.info

At the receiving end:

Limitations to
digitalization:

Most smallholder farmers in Africa either
(i) cannot afford to have an expensive
smartphone,
(ii) only have limited access to 3G internet

On the supply side:
Most small NGOs niether have the expertise
nor the financial resources to run complex ITsystems and platforms.

• Paper-based systems are much safer and more robust under
remote rural condtions in Africa (off grid; no 3G internet).
Digitalization has no role to play.

Devil’s
advocate
would say:

• The transformative power of digitalization (as we know it in Dk)
is something that will have to come later to Africa… and at this
stage it is definitely not relevant as a tool for grass-roots
empowerment of smallholder farmers
• Small Danish NGOs must concentrate on what they are good at
relying on traditional means: Training in organization building of
groups and coops; Training in improved production methods
etc. Absoulutely no need for digitalization here!
• GDPR  . Just imagine the ”mess” at the first data leak! –
Prepare for failure!!!
• Computers, smartphones and Apps are just tools that we should
all use for our daily NGO-work… It does not make sence to build
whole development projects in the South around digitalization…
a waste of time… counter productive… we lose sight of our
main purpose as NGOs, which is to help the poor smallholder
farmers to improve their livelihoods…

We would
like to prove
the sceptics
wrong!

• Digital systems can be a safe and robust choice (as compared to
paper based systems) ALSO under remote rural condtions in
Africa. Mobile 3G towers constitute a stable link to the global
intenet for safe storage of data (better than dusty cabinets
with paper forms eaten by termites).
• There is already a local company in Uganda producing mobile
phones and soon they will start to produce smartphones. And
this will further push prices down.
• The increasing robustness and affordability of cloud based IT
and the availability of low-cost Android smartphones cannot be
overseen. Small Danish NGOs must realize how these digital
tools can be useful for them to boost and scale their efforts in
empowering smallholder farmers… Scalability is key here !
[DEVELOP, TEST, SCALE] .

Scalability
and
innovation:
-Key
arguments
for a data
driven digital
approach

• A data driven, evidence based approach, fits
perfectly with the standard project planning
and management tool box

• TOC (Theory of Change) and LFA (Logical
Framework Approach) with clear Objectives,
Outputs, Activities
• Each of these items can be directly linked to
a Digital Data Stream
• We can process data collected from the field
with smartphones in real time to continually
document ”What works and what does not
work!”, [DEVELOP, TEST, SCALE]

• We have an Online Microsoft Team Site [link] for internal use
by project staff (in Uganda and Denmark) where all relevant
project documentation is safely stored in one place
• We have a Mobile data collection App for Android
smartphones is used by project staff to regularly collect real
time GPS tagged and time stamped data from the field

Our Data
Streams

• We have an Online GisCloud internet mapping portal with real
time access to field data for project staff (maps, photos, text,
numbers). https://www.giscloud.com/
• We are planning for a Project homepage mainly for
communicating directly with the target group of 300
smallholder farmers and 10 farmer leaders
• We are planning to test an interactive online 2-way-SMS
gateway for interactive communication with the target group of
300 smallholder farmers and 10 farmer leaders (Interactive SMS
polls; SMS messages with hyperlinks to our homepage and
training videos etc.). We can motivate farmers financially by
sending them minimal air-time top-ups of fx 0,2 USD per
message for replying to polls etc.

Achievements
under our
pilot project to
date:

• After numerous digital meetings. GHNU signed contract with an
Accredited Certification Agency, Control Union January 2021.
Control Union has assisted GHNU in setting up ICS (Internal
Control System).
• TOTs and farmer trainings on organization building completed.
10 farmer groups formed.
• TOTs and farmer trainings on organic GAP trainings completed
• TOTs and farmer trainings on establishment of ICS.
• Expecting to obtain an organic certificate for 300 farmers based
on 100% digital documentation. EU Organic Certificate to be
issued by Dutch Accredited Certification Agency, Control Union,
based on 5 days field audit visit at our implementing NGO,
GHNU (Global Health Network Uganda) in July 2021.
• In terms of Organizational development: We had one formal
experience sharing Skype-meeting between ADDA Tanzania
Field Team in Dodoma and GHNU Uganda Field Team in Oyam.
ADDA is since 2016 implementing smallholder organic
sunflower project in Tanzania that last year successfully
certified and linked farmers to market.
• Our digital approach has successfully lived through Corona
(adding some protective gear and sanitizer…). And Agea is going
to Uganda for annual monitoring visit next week to follow up on
the ground…

Beyond certification by www.fairfood.nl/en/
The key argument put forward by Dutch NGOs Fairfood and Solidaridad
is that traditional certification systems belong to the past. Certification
systems are marketing tools, that have been invented as systems for
”Verification of Claims”.
In a near future these traditional certifications (fx Certified Organic; Fair
Trade; Global GAP) will be substituted by robust Block-Chain-Solutions
that enable the Woke Consumers in EU, USA and the urban elites of the
Global South to ”directly know their farmer” via a blockchain App
which can simply scan a QR code on the product.

Beyond
certification The
challenge

• Certification labels have done a great job and raised a
lot of awareness among consumers when it comes to
social and environmental sustainability. Nevertheless,
with current practices quality marks are reaching their
limits. They will be the first to admit this.
• One problem with certification is that they only offer
one standard, while every product and product chain
is unique. To summarise this complex ecosystem of
people, activities and processes in one binary
certificate – fair, organic – is not enough.

• The next step lies in transparency and traceability – in
connected chains and chain partners who can take
their responsibility. Various certifiers, too, are looking
into this. Trace App is the next step. In the future,
certification labels could potentially serve as a partner
on the Trace platform (www.fairfood.nl)

Fairfood’s
smartphone
App:

The future oforganic
certification in Vietnam
• ADDA project since 2008 on farmer managed
PGS (Participatory Guarantee Schemes)
supplying certified organic produce to urban
fruit and vegetable markets.

• A data driven digital approach enables us to champion
the interests of the smallholder farmers
• GPS-tagged and time stamped quality data is key. We
know for sure that something is going on. And there is
volume exposure between project staff and the target
group… This matters!

In conclusion

• We know that our monitoring/data collection was not
conducted from an air-conditioned office or ”under
the mango tree”…
• And we get a real picture of the impact of our field
activities… real quality data about real people…
Evidence based approach… Full transparency
…can be used as a tool to scale and leverage more
external funding… better access to external
resources and linking to markets…

Progress of data collection this season from
day to day (blue dot means visited field):
Monitoring status, Internal audit excercise, 3 June 2021:

Monitoring status, Internal audit excercise, 11 June 2021:

Long term
perspectives
of this data
driven
approach:

The data driven nature of our initiative means that
our approach for example easily lends itself to
digitally and practically linking up to:
-Local buyers who will know exactly how many tons
of a given crop that they will come to pick up at an
agreed price at a given collection point.

-SAP digital warehouse and logistics solution for
smallholder farmers.
-Linking farmers to online block-chain logistics
solutions of operators like Maersk
-Linking farmers to online block-chain solutions of
buyers in other countries using a system like the
platform and App provided by www.fairfood.nl

Global premium
markets for
sustainable
climate friendly
certified
produce from
smallholder
farmers:

• Certified sustainable proteins for human
consumption produced by smallholder farmers
• Certified sustainable fibers for human consumption
produced by smallholder farmers
• Certified sustainable fruits, vegetables, spices and
nuts produced by smallholder farmers

Recommended video to see: Role of NGOs and Organic Certification and Premiums to smallholder
farmers

https://youtu.be/E9xLBfWbGew?t=1230
Webinar dated 15
September 2021

